
P recision turned parts sub-contract
manufacturer Qualiturn has enjoyed

a one-third increase in annual turnover to
£2 million since moving to its new
premises on the Mead Lane Industrial
Estate, Hertford, in 2004.

Established in 1974, the 24-employee
firm now produces seven million
components per year, from simple to
highly complex mill-turned parts, for
delivery to 250 customers operating in a
wide range of industries, including the
aerospace, automotive, surgical and
electronics sectors. They are mainly in the
UK but include some in China and
Eastern Europe. Average batch size is
1,000 but can be as low as five-off or up
to 100,000.  

Latest investments include the
purchase of a Star sliding-head
lathe in July 2007,
while 2006
saw the
installation of
a Miyano
fixed-head
lathe, metrology
equipment from
Tesa, an Autocrib
tool store, PSL
Datatrack
production
management
software and a second
MecWash aqueous
washing machine, this
time with ultrasonic
cleaning capability. 

In 1990, Qualiturn’s
founder Bernard Groom was one of the
first contract machinists in the country to

start lights-out machining,
with no operator
attendance during the
night shift.

"We have operated
24 hours a day, 7 days

a week, 365 days a year
ever since, with only daytime staffing.

The precision and reliability of our bar-
fed machines enable us to operate
unmanned for approximately 60 per cent
of the time, resulting in economies that

are passed on to our customers.
“In addition, the need for second

operations is removed in practically every
case, allowing us to reduce staffing levels,
making us even more competitive.”

The plant list currently includes 16
Star CNC sliding-head mill-turn centres
and two Miyano twin-turret fixed-head
lathes, the most recent of which, model
BNJ-42SY, has a Y-axis to allow more
complex, single-hit cycles involving such
operations as cross tapping and helical
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A generation of achievement 
In October last year, Nick Groom took over as managing director at sub-contractor Qualiturn. Just prior to

the handover, founder Bernard Groom gave Machinery this account of his company’s progress
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Qualiturn installed Miyano, fixed-head, 42 mm bar diameter capacity machines in
response to customer demands for a ‘full service’ – sliding-heads are limited to 32 mm
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milling. Qualiturn’s move into fixed-head
turning was prompted four years ago by
customers asking for a full service
involving the supply of mill-turned parts
up to 42 mm diameter. Maximum
capacity of sliding-head lathes is 32 mm
diameter.

The BTMA member sub-contractor
adopts a principle of exchanging
machines at a rate of two per year; when
they are eight years old at the latest. It is
not because they are unreliable, but to
take advantage of the latest capabilities of
the most up-to-date plant, including
higher cutting speeds, faster rapid
traverse, more tooling stations and
different attachments.

For example, a Star SR-10J with FMB
Micromag bar magazine, which has
replaced an older SA-12 model, has 
35 m/min rapids and front-working tools
positioned a very short distance from the
bar on three sides in a yoke formation.
The machine is capable of faster cycle

times on sub-10 mm parts than other
Star machines, allowing Qualiturn to
keep its prices down. Smaller diameter
work is a growing part of the business,
with more contracts being received from
the aerospace and electronics industries
in particular.

“We are competing with China and
India for a contract involving a part that
takes 16 seconds to produce on a Star SA-
12. The same part comes off the SR-10J in
nine seconds, so we’re hoping to win the
work,” explains the founder.

“I noticed when I was in China recently
that there were very few machines in
operation with more than three CNC
axes. Sub-contractors over there tend to
rely on an inexhaustible supply of low-
paid workers to produce parts in two,
three and more operations.

“The trouble is that multiple set-ups
often increase cumulative tolerance and
the components are inaccurate. As a
result, we are finding that some contracts
for quite high volumes are starting to
come back to the UK, particularly those
that need machining to close tolerances.”

Some of the more recently installed
lathes at the Hertford factory are
equipped with attachments for sub-
spindle slotting and for milling, drilling
and tapping at an angle. When installing
a new lathe, Qualiturn opts to buy most
of the optional attachments to provide
maximum versatility and productivity
when competing for complex, high added
value work. 

FULL JOB TRACEABILITY
But machines aren’t enough. Overseeing
the entire operation at Hertford is the PSL
Datatrack production control system
from Prospec Systems that provides full
job traceability. "We wouldn't be
competitive without it," says Bernard
Groom. "We are probably doing 100 set-
ups a week."

Driven by a unique works order
number for each job, the package
comprises integrated modules for
producing quotations, sales order
processing, purchasing, stock control,
workshop scheduling, quality, non-

conformance and finance.
Qualiturn now uses nearly all of the

modules available and was instrumental
in Prospec developing a new one for
tooling management that has now been
incorporated into the system. It enables
savings to be made by controlling tooling
stocks, monitoring remaining cutter life
and ensuring quick turnaround by
maintaining tool kits ready for frequently
recurring jobs. It is linked to the Autocrib
tool store which is automatically
restocked as required with the 3,000
individual items of tooling in the store.

Mr Groom adds: “We make a point of
training our own setter/operators in-
house, whereas all too often,
manufacturing industry in the UK
neglects this and tries to recruit from a
diminishing pool of qualified engineers.

“Staff morale is high here and
turnover low, partly due to the better
working environment in our new
premises, and also because people are
trained well and able to use the latest
production technologies. We give the
machine operators responsibility not only
for producing parts but also for first-off
and in-process inspection.” Here, too,
latest technology is key. 

Qualiturn, which has achieved ISO
9001:2000 registration for the quality
management of its contract machining
service, has installed Tesa’s Tesa-Scan
which provides fast automated round
parts inspection, for example.

Managing director Nick Groom says
eliminating the chance of human error is
the only way to ensure repeatability and
consistency. Furthermore, CNC
measurement is faster, so first-off
inspection is fast with limited waiting
time, thus maximising productivity from
the company’s machines.

In conclusion, the firm’s view is that
British sub-contracting’s prospects are
bright, provided firms invest in the best
CNC machine tools and do not try to
compete for orders involving large
batches of simple, open-tolerance
components. Manufacture of complex
parts costing pounds rather than pence is
the future.■■
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Qualiturn operates a regime of regular
investment. The company exchanges machines
at the rate of two per year
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